
Banned from Box Hill, 1989 - Returned to Box Hill, 2243 
 

Founded April 

Grand Master : 
Speedy Humper 

(Jo McSherrie)  
07970 723201(m) 

 
Joint Masters: 

Birthing Blanket  
(Stephanie Ward) 

  07786 110843(m) 
Isneesrbuggered 

(Charles Earle) 
 01428 658108 (h) 
 07725 813263(m) 

 
Religious Advisor : 

Le Pro 
(Stuart Gibb) 

01483 453794 (h) 
07981 339341(m) 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 

Atalanta 
(Karen)  

07810 553755(m) 
H-sh Cash : 

J-Arthur 
(Arthur Thomas) 

01483  224491 (h) 
07986 048618(m) 

Trail Master: Hares: 
 

Ear Trumpet 
(John Burgess) 

02085 601384 (h) 
07704 701938(m) 

Trail Master: Techie: 
Petal 

(Ian Fieldhouse) 
01753 842204 (h) 
07484 134245 (m) 

 
DapperHasherie: 

Balls Breaker  
(Amanda Boote)  

 01932 344811 (h) 
 07824 776961(m) 

Biermeister: 
Tosser 

(Trevor Kay-Russel 
02083 909068 (h) 
07759 870813(m) 

 
On Sec: 
Simple 

(Simon Rowlett) 
07718 582385(m) 
01483 560454 (h) 
AstOnSec & Scribe: 

FRB 
(Peter Hughes) 

01932 886747 (h) 
sh3@surreyh3.org 

 www.surreyh3.org 

BODY SHOP BR INGS US IN 
WITHIN THE  HOUR,  FOR 

WHICH REL IEF  MUCH THANKS  

You may be surprised  that 
your Scribe should praise a 
hare for getting the pack back 
in 59 minutes; but all rules 
have exceptions. Today it did 
not rain hard—really wet 
hashes happen only once every 
2 years or so—but constant 
minor drizzle left us wet and 
disconsolate, while the dull sky 
turned the Common into a 
cheerless grisaille. As for what 
our feet found: let us not dwell 
on the slop and sludge. In the 
end I suppose summer will dry 
out the territories  we run on: it 
can’t be too soon . 

Body Shop provided very 
numerous checks, mostly quite 
close—though from 2nd to 3rd 
check seemed a long way; and 
his solutions were usually very 
near and were readily found, 
though when we reached the 
road we needed his 

intervention to make any 
sense of where to go next. 
Glow Worm was good at 
solving checks; Stilton was 
as reliable as ever, Atalanta 
and No Nookie were always 
on the ball, and Too Posh 
knew we were running a left
-hander from her own early 
researches. We also had an 
enthusiastic visitor (an 
American?) who set a good 
pace. At least in these 
horrible conditions we had 
no need to fear intervention 
from the Fat Controller, 
keen to protect his nesting 
birds. 

It was good to see the new 
team at work. Already last 
week ‘IsKnees was making 
sure checks were marked 
through; today Birthing 
Blanket went to work at 
once pouring out the tiny 

sips of  beer to which sinners are 
entitled. The new team of Hair 
Razors went into action, 
appealing for volunteers: too 
many slots are filled by too few 
hashers. ET himself is 
approaching 70 trails (the highest 
individual total is nearing 80), 
while the hash archivist, our 
Uncle Gerry, has well over 50 
and Piercy must have 60 at least. 
What has your own contribution 
been, gentle reader? It is true that 
ET and Petal make a curiously 
disparate team; the earlier duo of 
Bonn Bugle and Atalanta caused 
less comment. 

Le Pro began as RA by asking 
for the third time how I got my 
handle; he must think that no one 
so doddery and inept merits 
“FR” in his handle. When I 
became part of SH3 in the late 
80s I set myself a benchmark of 
averaging 3 solutions to checks 

per trail; now of course I am 
pleased with 1 every 3 months. 
But ask any of the recognised 
front runners, except Le Pro it 
seems, and they will confirm I 
am generally more or less in 
their company even now.. Le 
Pro went on to call in Do You, 
making a welcome return all 
along with Herr Flick; she 
warmed your scribe’s heart by 
expressing pleasure at these 
pages.  

Your coda today is sin. In 
our secular world the word is 
only ever used about sex, 
which is silly. In rare moments 
of candour someone may admit 
to being on occasions lazy, 
untruthful, or dishonest, 
someone else to being at times 
spiteful or vain; but both would 
be disconcerted to be told that 
these are sins. That is not how 
people speak any more; the 
examination of conscience is 

no longer an element in 
anyone’s routine. 

The simplest summary of 
our modern world is selfish. 
“Look after number One!” is 
an axiom few would question 
these days; get what you can 
for yourself and your nearest 
and dearest. “What’s in it for 
me?” There is one religion 
which sets out to question the 
very reality of “self”, which 
in Buddhism is the last 
illusion to be shed, but of 
course few Buddhists take 
their beliefs quite so literally, 
any more than most 
Christians do theirs. The 
most orthodox form of 
Buddhism is to be found in 
Sri Lanka, where almost all 
the faithful ignore any such 
metaphysical ideas and 
would be shocked to be 
reminded that the Lord 
Buddha was just such a man 
as they are: they have 

adopted every god in the Hindu 
pantheon and placed the Lord 
Buddha above them all, hoping 
for divine favours and blessings. 
It would be hypocritical for 
Christians to find fault, so little 
of our way of living resembles 
anything Christ taught. 

 
ON ON!   FRB 

MOA 2 

The Hare(less) 

Date 8 April 2018 

Hare Body Shop 

Venue Chobham 

OnOn Red  Lion 



Receding Hare-Line 2018  Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: sh3@surreyh3.org 

Directions 

Run    2244 

Date   15 April 2018 

Hare The Bounder 

Venue Witley 

On On The Star 

P Code GU8 5NP 

OS SU944405 

Scribe FRB 

2245 22 April No Nookie, Bonn Bugle Pirbright 

2246 29 April   

2247 6 May   

2248 13 May Ear Trumpet & Strumpet  

2249 20 May   

2250 27 May   

 

Our and Other Hash Events 2017 

Ninth First Friday Hash. (FFH) Friday 4th May 

19:00 Simple Hare. It will be a bit light. Full details for this 
and ALL future FFH at: 

https://goo.gl/forms/o0foDdod1AbcdUE82 with link to 
this on surreyh3.org home page. Here is the Receding 
Hare Line for FFH: 

SH3 FFM 10: Friday 1st June Hare: Too Posh, Reigate 

SH3 Dawn Patrol walk on Saturday 30th June 

The Three Horseshoes Cranleigh. Full details from HFlash 
soon.  

And … more (being updated) at Home page : 
“Events” i.e. 

http://www.surreyh3.org/sh3onsec/pages/
sh3onsec_events.php 

N

M25 J10 then A3 south past Guildford. Take Milford 
Junction exit and follow for Petworth past rb and various 
lights, filtering left at last set. At rb take second exit, 
continuing on A283 Petworth Road for 0.8 miles, then turn 
right at The Star into Wheeler Lane. Take second left into 
Sunnyhill and park responsibly around or near the triangular 
green. DO NOT park at the pub.  
 
This is a birthday hash and all are invited back to Sattenham 
House (GU8 5AD) after the pub for a plate of food. 
On On! Frank the Bounder  

‘can’t be! 

We thought it was up here! 

Cheer up! 

I’m not going up there 

Le Dregs 

You’re welcome 

(without Wally) 

Bank robbers? 

You and 

who else? Actual running 

The usual suspects 


